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What are measurements with ATC330 Bioelectronic device 

 

Bioelectronic ATC 330 – Cellular Terrain Analysis, objectively measures the electrochemical 
parameters (pH, rH, R, T) of the major body fluids to determine the state of well-being of the 
environment where our body cells are immersed. 

Introduction 



Why measurements with Bioelettronic ATC330 device are useful 

 

The ATC330 is, to current date, the only system capable of objectively measuring electrochemical 
parameters to get the energy variations of the human body. 

It is the link between traditional clinical and pathology medicine and energy medicine. 

It allows to electrochemically "photograph" the Cellular Terrain, or extracellular matrix, to obtain a more 
in-depth investigation of energy imbalances on which many pathologies are based. 

Introduction 



Each of our cells is surrounded by a physiological "sea", consisting of proteins, collagen and gel water that 
entirely surrounds it. 

In additions to structural functions, it plays a fundamental vital function which consists of:  

-  Metabolic excanghes inside and outside cells 

-  Direct way to feed cells 

-  Immune functions 

-  Transmission of electrical and biochemical signals 

-  Drainage functions 

-  Vessels and nerves never penetrate cell membrane 

The Cellular Terrain or Extracellular matrix 



If we compare the extracellular matrix with water, and our cells with fishes swimming in it, we can guess that 
the more the water is clean and clear, the better cellular metabolisms, body vitality and life quality are. 

The Cellular Terrain or Extracellular matrix 



Cells absorb nutrients from the extracellular matrix. 

 

Healty Extracellular Matrix: 

 

- Lots of nutrients in organic form 

- Few free radicals 

- Facilitate transport processes  

- Maintain proper molecules polarization  

- Maintain proper surface tension on membranes 

- Right exchange of electrons/protons 

- Ensure rapid toxins elimination 

 

 

 
     “Le microbe n’est rien, le terrain est tout”   
             Claude Bernard (Physiologist) 1813-1878 

 

 

 

 

Polluted Extracellular Matrix: 

 

- Accumulation of inorganic salts forms  

- Excess of free radicals  

- Inefficiency of transport processes  

- Wrong molecules polarization  

- Imbalance of acid-base relations  

- DNA damage and appearance of diseases 

- Easy development of pathogens 

 

 

 

Importance of healty Terrain 



The extracellular matrix makes up the base system of the 
organism where the most important reactions and organic 
exchanges occur.  

Polluting agents like heavy metals, pesticides, colorants and 
preservatives, being trapped in the extracellular matrix, cause 
more and more often the saturation of the excretory capacities 
of the organism, which suffers from alterations of metabolism 
and from chronic infections, in case of excessive toxic 
overload. 

The cell membrane of each cell presents a difference in 
potential between the external and internal surfaces (-70 mV), 
maintained by the active and variable flux of ionic charges 
between the two sides of the membrane. Its pace is influenced 
by ELF (extremely low frequencies) and altered by ionizing 
radiations. 

Biochemical processes are not only conducted on the 
chemical and biochemical level, almost by chance, but are 
influenced by physical signals, addressed in the desired 
direction. 

Cellular Metabolism 



Mesenchyme according to Pischinger 
Doctor Alfred Pischinger states that all functions are controlled at the 
level of soft mesenchyme which is distributed continuously throughout 
the body and is organized in a very complex way. 

Its sphere of action is the extracellular fluid 

The basic system, or mesenchyme, which makes up 80% of human 
body, has : 

- Protection function 

- Nutrition and control features 

for all cells in the body and for this reason it is also called Matrix. 

Matrix represents the connection between the capillary system and 
parenchymal cells, with links to hormonal system, lymphatic and 
autonomic nervous system.” 

Blood capillaries deposit all nutrients in the 
connective tissue and from this, they spread 
to enter cells 

 

 

 



Analyzing Cellular Terrain 

The Cellular Terrain 

In humans, the main body fluids making up the 
‘’CellularTerrain" are: blood, saliva and urine. 

Analyzing the electrochemical parameters of these 
elements, we can obtain valuable information about 
the quality of the fluid in which cells are contained, 
highlighting possible imbalances which may threaten 
the well-being of the cells and of the whole organism. 

 

It is therefore possible to scientifically measure 
the energetic parameters of the Cellular Terrain. 



In 2011 engineer Mattia 
Zambetti takes over ATC330 
project management  and 
develops the new software, 
outcome of the old Vincent 
bioelectronics, achieving a 
new program which 
automatically provides 
results in just  a few 
seconds.  

High quality 
measuring electrodes 
are produced to 
obtain always 
accurate and reliable 
measurements. 

Software for Cellular Terrain analysis 



After lots of specific measurements, 
Mattia Zambetti, in collaboration 
with many medical specialists, 
implements an energetic evaluation 
of the main organs, the 
constitutional and diathesic frame of 
the subject, and the reactivity and 
adapting capacity of the organism 
cells. 

Software for Cellular Terrain analysis 



ATC330 provides following output: 

Analyzing Cellular Terrain 

- Overall Responsive Level 

- Nutrients absorption Responsive Level 

- Excretory Responsive Level 

  
- Global-Mitochondrial Energetic Evaluation 

- Kidneys Energy 

- Liver and Lymphatic Energy 

- Digestive Energy and Absorption 

- Pancreatic Energy 

- Cardiovascular Energy 

- Bones energetic reserve 

- Nervous system energy 

 

- Emotional stress Index 

- Electrosmog overload Index 

- Acidosis level Index 

- Oxidative Index 

- Degenerative Terrain Index 

   

- Current Terrain Layout 
Energy shortage Energy excess 



- Menetrier Diathesis     

        It finds out the Diathesis and provide suggestions 
        on possible useful food supplements 

The greater the distance of 
the red dot (•) from the green 
zone, the faster the 
imbalance in the diathesis 
highlighted.  

Analyzing Cellular Terrain 



- Cellular harmony chart and adapting capacity 

       It is referred to the synergy between intracellular energy equilibria 

This indication is linked to the possible 
impregnation of toxins and xenobiotic 
substances penetrated within the cells. This 
may alter cellular energetic metabolism. 

 
The diagram also represents the ability of 
the body to adapt itself, that means the 
body's resource to self-balance or find 
cellular homeostasis in case of exogenous 
alterations. 

The red dot (•) indicates the zone of cellular 
harmony. 

If it is placed outside the color chart, it 
indicates a marked imbalance with deep 
body's difficulty in re-balancing 

 

Analyzing Cellular Terrain 



It provides the evaluation of 
cardiovascular harmony as the 
energy balance on the blood in 
order to avoid imbalance in pH and 
oxidation. 

The red dot (•), if it is well positioned 
in the green area, indicates a good 
balance of cardiac and vascular 
energy. 

- Cardiovascular Harmony Chart 

Analyzing Cellular Terrain 



Time pH rH2 R Energy %
Hour 14:00 6.401 20.01 46.3 67 #
Hour 16:00 6.516 21.57 67.6 43 #
Hour 18:00 6.556 21.96 76.6 36 #
Hour 20:00 5.841 22.04 88.0 31 #
Hour 22:00 5.509 21.65 44.5 88 #
Hour 0:00 5.395 21.04 48.3 75 #
Hour 2:00
Hour 4:00
Hour 6:00
Hour 8:00 5.438 20.78 52.0 64 #
Hour 10:00 6.033 20.69 96.6 15 #
Hour 12:00 7.103 21.10 48.6 75 #
Hour 14:00 6.459 21.52 64.9 47 #

Mean va lues 6.125 21.24 63.3 47
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- Kidney chronobiological rhythm 

Analyzing Cellular Terrain 



The values of Current Terrain layout and responsive level should be noted, suggesting a good energetic 
balance. All indexes are widely positive. 

Data Analysis – HEALTHY TERRAIN 



Note very low mitochondrial energy, with high acidosis and oxidative stress indexes, indicating a Terrain 
strongly suited for abnormal degenerations. 

Data Analysis – DEGENERATIVE TERRAIN 



HEALTHY 

Data Analysis – HEALTHY / DEGENERATIVE TERRAIN 

The values of Current Terrain layout and responsive level 
indicate a good energetic balance. All indexes are widely 
centered and positive.  

 
Drawn from a real analysis of a 30-year-old patient in good 
health 

DEGENERATIVE 

Note unbalanced indexes and very 
low mitochondrial energy, with 
high oxidative and acidosis 
indexes. 

Drawn from a real analysis of a 
49-year-old patient with brain 
cancer. 



DEGENERATIVE 

Note a well-centered diathesis indicating a 
good stability and balance of the Cellular 
Terrain.  

Note the index significantly translated 
into anergic diathesis, typical of energy 
and mnemonic deficits, with persistent 
fatigue. 

Data Analysis – HEALTHY / DEGENERATIVE TERRAIN 

 

HEALTHY 



Note the index of cellular harmony and 
adaptation capacity in good balance. 

 
 

Note the index of cellular harmony and 
adaptation capacity in deep imbalance. 

Data Analysis – HEALTHY / DEGENERATIVE TERRAIN 

 

HEALTHY DEGENERATIVE 



Example 1 – Stress and oxidation 

The cellular harmony graph suggests an overall energetic imbalance of the Terrain. In particular, the rH2 
values are too high. The pH value of urine is too low. 
 

Suggested supplements: 

2 squeezed lemons in the morning 

Vitamin C (Ester C – 1 capsula al giorno) 

Aerobic activity 30 minutes 3 times a week 

The Guardians (1 cps/day) 

Reduce beer and carbonated drinks 

Global energy loss. 

Terrain is unbalanced towards oxidation 
 

Z.A 20/07/2012 

BEFORE 



The following exam, conducted 2 months after the previous one, displays a clear improvement in overall 
energetic terms. The value of the resistivity of urine, in decline, suggests a better assimilation of minerals, an 
improved renal energy and reduced stress. 
 

High global energy improvement 

A low digestive energy level still remains 
Z.A 24/09/2012 

AFTER Example 1 – Stress and oxidation 



Example 2 – Stress, hypochondria  

 The client reports a long period of physical and psychological stress, together with diffused formication of 
arms and legs, mental confusion and depressive states, fear of diseases, obsessions and strong 
hypochondria. The sleep-wake cycles are not followed. The client reports going to sleep not before 2 a.m. 

Suggested supplements : 

Fitoeleuterococco 

The Guardians 

VM 2000 

B group Vitamins 

Magnesium 

Psystabil Exam shows the damage of stress on global energy, absorption 
and digestive system and adapting capacity. 

Z.T. 15/03/2014 

BEFORE 



Example 2 – Stress, hypochondria  

The exam conducted 15 days after the previous one, suggests a clear improvement of the overall 
situation. The global, renal and digestive energies have improved by far. The oxidative stress and 
acidosis are reduced. 

The global energy is improved a lot. 

Cellular harmony chart now is better than before. 
 Z.T. 29/03/2014 

AFTER 



Example 3 – Chronic gastritis 

The client reports chronic gastritis, with frequent burning and stomach aches.  

Suggested supplements : 

Fitoliquirizia + Curcuma: 1 cps during meals 

Erbenzym: 2 cps after meals 

Nux Vomica  

Scienza e Natura N.11: 50 drops after meals 

Zeus Legnani: 1 cps before meals 

 
Low digestive energy.  

High acidosis and oxidative levels.  

B.C. 06/02/2014 

BEFORE 



The exam is conducted 2 months after the previous one. The client reports a “clear improvement at the 
digestive level and a simultaneous intense improvement of the general state of well-being.” 

Great digestive level improvement. 

Acidosis level is greatly decreased with general oxidation too. 
B.C. 17/04/2014 

AFTER Example 3 – Chronic gastritis 



Example 4 – Lung cancer 

 The client presents serious cancer metastasis in the right lung, following a previous inguinal sarcoma. 

Chemotherapy since 2013: not working; molecular target cancer therapy in progress. 

Suggested supplements : 

Amino Cisteina: 2 cps/day to detox 

Immuno Glucani: 3 tab/day during meals 

Melatonina: 1 cpr before night 

Q10 Redox: 1 cpr/day 

Shitake inj.: 1/week 

Maitake + Cordyceps + Reishi  since december 2013 

 

Mitochondrial energy too low.   

Menetrier diathesis in deep Anergic zone . 

M.L. 13/03/2014 

BEFORE 



The exam is conducted 15 days after the previous one to supervise the evolution. 
No signs of improvement are referred. The client reports an increasing cough, together with a sense of general 
weariness. The next CAT exam suggests increased lesions at the pleural level and massive pleural effusion. 

The energetic levels are still very low. No sign of a relevant increase in 
the vital energy is reported.  
 
Not even the current Terrain Layout shows good upgrades. These 
results, confirmed by the medical analysis, don't bode well.  M.L. 03/04/2014 

AFTER Example 4 – Lung cancer 



Example 5 – Digestive troubles 

V.A 17/09/2015 

The ATC330 analysis highlight an insufficient digestive energy whereas the 
traditional analysis on blood don’t highlight any problem, reporting optimal 
values. 

A strong disturb at the digestive-intestinal level is reported, along with frequent abdominal swelling, 
dysentery and aches, similar, as far as the manifestation and symptomatology are concerned, to celiac 
disease, even if this option has been denied by specific medical analysis. 



Example 6 – Pancreatic troubles 

R.L 25/08/2015 

This problem influences the level of acidosis-inflammation on the tissues, as an effect of the deficit in the 
assimilation of sugars which cause, as known, problems of acidification of the extracellular matrix.  

The subject in exam presents a medical diagnosis of diabetes.  
 
The ATC330 analysis show that the pancreatic energy is the poorest index among the examined body 
cavities. 

BLOOD 
SALIVA 
URINE 



Example 7 – Reishi evaluation BEFORE 
The analysis is conducted prior to integration with medicinal mushroom Reishi Plus ®, and it is 
considered at the initial time on a subject characterized by high oxidative stress. 

The cardiovascular harmony chart indicates a situation at the limit between the yellow and orange 
area. 



AFTER Example 7 – Reishi evaluation 

Analysis is performed after 20 days Reishi Plus supplement, 3 cps a day. 

As shown, all the body's energy indexes indicate a decisive increase. 
The cardiovascular harmony chart now shows a very balanced situation. 



One of other main applications is the possibility to measure the energetic quality of food and 
water. 

Water, the liquid that builds up more than 70% of 
our body, is a liquid of extraordinary properties, still 
not fully understood today. 

 
Through the analysis of pH, oxidation and 
concentration in ions or resistivity, Biophisics 
measures electromagnetic micro-currents, that are 
the manifestation of life in any liquid substance or 
made it. 

Their quality, in terms of vitality and bioavailability, directly affects cell metabolism, their energy 
and efficiency, the absorption of vitamins and minerals, and determines the difference between 
physiological nourishment and pathological overload. 

 
Through ATC 330 Bioelectronics exams, it is possible to evaluate the vital energy of a food and its 
resonance with the human body to orient itself to a diet that suits the demands of the body. 

Foods measurements 



Foods measurements 

Energy levels are evaluated and following values are calculated: 

- Vital Energy 

- Entropic Energy 

- Resonance 
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The concept of Vital Energy 

According to Ohm's laws, each liquid 
possesses a certain energetic quantity, 
expressed in µWatt, starting with the 
values of tension and resistance, 
scientifically measurable. 

From the total µWatt of a solution, the 
aim of ATC 330 analysis is to determine 
the quota of vital energy, from a strictly 
energetic point of view, that is to say that 
quota which can effectively provide 
useful energy to the human cell. 

 

It is possible to evaluate the vital energy 
of food or supplements. 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Measurement of the Vital Energy 



Water measurements 

Vital Energy:      31% 

Energetic Index:     0.46 

Resonance:       56%   

  

 

METROPOLIS TAP WATER 

Vital Energy:       22% 

Energetic Index:     0.28 

Resonance:       46%   

  

 

PLASTIC BOTTLE WATER 

Vital Energy:      75% 

Energetic Index:     3.05 

Resonance:       87%   

  

 

SPRING WATER AT 2000 m a.s.l. 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 



Water measurements 

Vital Energy:      53% 

Energetic Index:     1.16 

Resonance:       67%   

  

 

BOTTLE WATER 

Vital Energy:       61% 

Energetic Index:     1.56 

Resonance:       72%   

  

 

BOTTLE WATER AFTER AQA 707 
(10 MINUTES) 

Vital Energy:      67% 

Energetic Index:     2.04 

Resonance:       76%   

  

 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

BOTTLE WATER AFTER AQA 707 
(30 MINUTES) 

* AQA 707 is a device for water treatment with RGB light, resonant magnetic fields and Schumann frequency, produced by  
    Medical Electronics GmbH 



Fruit and vegetable juice measurements 

Vital Energy:        19% 

Energetic Index:      0.24 

Resonance:        20%   

  

 

COMMERCIAL JUICE 

Vital Energy:        66% 

Energetic Index:      1.96 

Resonance:        53%   

  

 

FARMER JUICE 

Vital Energy:        28% 

Energetic Index:      0.39 

Resonance:        34%   

  

 

FARMER JUICE AFTER 1 DAY IN 
THE FRIDGE 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 



Vital Energy:        66% 

Energetic Index:      2.0 

Resonance:        76%   

  

 

Vital Energy:        80% 

Energetic Index:      4.0 

Resonance:        55%   

  

 

Vital Energy:        99% 

Energetic Index:      102 

Resonance:        85%   

  

 

Supplements measurements 

TURMERIC TYPE 1 TURMERIC TYPE 2 TURMERIC TYPE 3 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 



Vital Energy:        43% 

Energetic Index:      0.76 

Resonance:        21%   

  

 

Vital Energy:        57% 

Energetic Index:      1.35 

Resonance:        24%   

  

 

Lemon juice measurements 

JUICE FROM SUPERMARKET 
LEMON 

JUICE FROM BIOLOGICAL SICILY 
ITALIAN LEMON 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 



Vital Energy:        64% 

Energetic Index:      1.84 

Resonance:        38%   

  

 

Vital Energy:        26% 

Energetic Index:      0.35 

Resonance:        22%   

  

 

Wines measurements 

WHITE WINE IN CARTON BOX RED WINE IN GLASS BOTTLE 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 



Food measurements 

Vital Energy:        98% 

Energetic Index:      54 

Resonance:        71%   

  

 

REISHI PLUS 

Vital Energy:        66% 

Energetic Index:      2.0 

Resonance:        76%   

  

 

TURMERIC 

Vital Energy:        6% 

Energetic Index:      0.06 

Resonance:        7%   

  

 

BLEACH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 

Vital Energy Entropic Energy 

ENERGY LEVEL GRAPH 



It is possible to evaluate the state of the extracellular matrix of each individual, 
crucial in the upkeep of a good level of well-being. 

 

Conclusions on the method 

It is possible to measure the vital energy of water, food and 
supplements. 

 

It is possible to assess personalized indications for each 
individual, so as to keep him/her in the best area of  
efficiency and well-being. 

 

It is possible to supervise the changes in the Terrain 
generated after the recommended  treatments. 

 
It is an excellent research and application tool to explore 
unknown new frontiers.   

 



Mattia Zambetti (Eng.  Ph.D.) 
Technical management,   

ATC330 research and development manager 
 

Via Hajech 22 – 20129 Milano - Italy 
Telephone number : +39 347 9946936 

E-mail: mail@mattiazambetti.com 
Web: www.mattiazambetti.com 

 
 
 
 

For technical or commercial information, please contact us at: 

 

Contacts 
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